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rhe dissociarion or "rr.".::: :::rr"r. and explicft memory

tasks (Schacter, 1987) has been l-Ínked to the differences

between data-driven and conceptually driven processing

(Roediger & Blaxton, L987at b,' Jacoby, 1983a). This

conceptualiz aÈion was tested vùith 54 subjects in a 2 X 3

experimental- design. Subjects vrere presented with a l-ist of

32 words in t.wo different fonts. At test, each subject

compfeted 16 new stens, 16 stems in the same font as the

correspondínq word in the first presented fist, and 16 stems

in a dífferent font. One group r'ras instructed to complete

the sLems wiLh "the first vrord that comes to mind" (implicit.

memory task) while the other group attempted to complete the

stems wiÈh "a word from the list" (explicit nenory Lask).

In both instructíonal condítions it was found that prined

vJords were completed more often tshan nonprimed words and

that physicaf simíIarity of the stem cues to the prine (same

font) resuÌted in superior performance to physical-Iy

different stinuli (different font). It was further found

that the improvement in performance from the different font

to the sane font conditions was greater in the implicit

condition than in the expficit conditíon. These findings

suggest that implicit memory is primarily data-driven while

l-v



expl-icit metnory is prinarily

there are components of both

memory .

conceptual-ly driven but t.hat

processes ín each kind of
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Implicit and ExpLicits Memory as a Functj-on of Data-Driven and

Conceptually Driven Processing

Memory is usually thought of as a conscious experience.

Although remembering can sometimes be autonatic rather than

effortfuL (Hasher & zacks, L984) it is difficul-t. co think of

a non-procedural memory task which does not requíre

av¡areness on the part of the rememberer. However, Graf and

Schacter (1985) point out thaÈ Ëhere j-s much laboratory

evidence that memory can be exhibited despite a total lack

of conscíous recaff or awareness that one ís using a form of

memory at the time of recalL. This phenomenon is revealed

by enhanced perfornance on a task due to prior exposure to

material (referred to as priming), even when intentional

reca.l-I is impossibl-e and without any cognizance on the

subjectt s part of the fact that he or she is remembering the

previously presented naLerial . Memory on this kind of task

has been referred to as jnp¿jcjt memory by Graf and Schact.er

(1985) who distinguish it from exp)-icit memory which j.s

nemory that necessitat.es conscious awareness of tshat is

being remem.bered.

Many tasks have been empfoyed to demonst.rate impLicit
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memory which may occur hrithout intention or awareness.l

Several interesting dissociations, relevant to Lhe present

study, have been found in performance on implicit and

explicít tasks. These differences shoul-d have bearing on

processes underlyingr the impJ.icit - explicit distinction.

One of the characteristÍcs of implicit. memory ìs that

it seems to be more cl-osely tied to t.he physical features of

a st.imulus than is explicit menory. An early demonstration

was given by hlinnick and Daniel (L970) . SubjecLs either

read words, generated thern from pictures, or generated them

from definitions. Free recall (explicit memory) was

enhanced by Lhe generation tasks (compared to the read

condition) . However, implicit memory, as indexed by speed of

identification on a tachistoscopic task, was enhanced onJ.y

in the read condition,

.A.lso using a tachistoscopic identificatíon task, Jacoby

and Dal-l-as (1981) obtained simílar results. Subjects

answered questions about the meaning of words, an

eLaborative processing task, or decided whether words

tFor a review of the kinds of tasks that demonstrate
implícít nenory and the characteristics attributed to it see
Appendix A.
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cont.ained a specified Letter, a non-elaboratíve task. On a

subsequent. explicit memory task (yes/no recognítion) they

found t.he typical superiority for elaborative study of t.he

words. On a tachistoscopíc task they found no priming

differences for elaborative versus non-elaborative

processing. However, a modaLity shift (visuaJ. to auditory

fron study to test had a significant effect. on inplicít

memory but. little effect on the recognition task.

Many other st.udies have demonstrated that impl_icit

memory is affected by changes in surface information (such

as physical- charact.er j-stics of the stinulus) but that recalL

and recognitíon are not. For example Kolers (19?5) had

subjects read pages of text which was inverted. After j.60

pages of practice they were abLe to read inverted text
al.most as quickJ.y as normal text, but with this increased

ski]J., subseguent recognj-tion of vrhat they read declined.

Kolers (1-976) retested some of these subjects l-3 to 15

months Ìater. He found that they had retained a great deal

of their skil-f for reading inverted text, but more

significantly, they al-so read text that had been presented a

year earlier more quickJ-y than text that was being presented

for the first time. This difference was most pronounced in
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a subject who couLd not explicitl-y different.iate betv,¡een ol-d

and nee¡ material-. Thus the impJ-icit t,ask (increased reading

speed) demonstrated very l-ong term retent.íon vJhich was

poorl-y correlat.ed with expLicit memory for the same

materiaL . 
2

Another procedure which demonstrates implicit memory

hrithout the presence of explicit memory is word fragment

completion. In this task subjects study a l-ist of words,

then complete partial words by filling in missing characters

(word-fragment completion) or by conpl-eting the rest of a

word from a three letter cue (word-sten compl-etion).

Warrington and WeiskranEz 11-974) found, not surprisingly,

that amnesics were significantly inferior to a control group

for yes/no recognition nenory. However, they al-so found

that the amnesics r¡rere no different t.han the controls on a

vrord-stem compLetion task. This suggest.ed a dissociation

between explicit and implicit memory and shov¡ed that

inplicit memory coul-d occur in the complete absence of

expl-icit recafl for the material .

zMore examp.les of J.ong-term retentj-on and st.ochastic
independence between explicit and implicit recalf wil-l be
discussed in Appendix A. This is especially rel-evant in
terms of activation accounts of inp]-icit memory.
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An additional study which shor¡s that inplicit memory

performance ís sensitive to changes in physical- features was

conducted by Roediger and Bl-axton (1987a). In the first
experiment they presented $rords eiLher visua]J.y or

auditorily then gave subjects a visual word-fragment

completion test. Al-though both kinds of priming facilitated
word-fragment completion, visual prining had a significantly
greater effect than audítory priming, In anot.her experiment

(Experiment 33) priming words were presented either in focus

or blurred. Eragment completion was better v¡hen the

fragment was displ-ayed identically to the corresponding word

in the study list. This shows that successful- priming

depends on matching physical charact.erist ics of the study

and test materials in word-fragment completion tasks as weLL

as other implicit. memory tasks.

Jacoby (1983b) has distinguished data-dríven

processing, which rel-ies on physical- characteristics of the

stimulus, from conceptuaTTy driven processing, which relíes

more on semantic properties. Matching physical features of

3Experiment 2 was
Experimentlvrithal
with sinil-ar resufts.

essentiaf l-y a replication of
week delay betvreen study and t.est.,
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study and test stimufi should result in superior performance

compared to unnatched features in data-driven tasks.

Conceptually driven tasks shoul-d benefít. from natching

semantic features or conceptual- eLaboration of the study

material . ,Jacoby had subjects generate words from Èheir

antonyns or simply read the words. His resul-ts were simil-ar

to Winnick and Danief (1970) who had subjects generate h'ords

from pictures or definitions. Jacoby found the typical

superiority for generated items on a yes/no recognÍtion test.

but found that rnere reading of the primes was sufficient to

enhance performance on a Èachistoscopic identification Eask.

One theoretical- account of the contrasting resul-t.s fron

inplicit and expl-icit memory tasks suggests that the

underlying processes can be considered data-driven and

conceptually driven, respectively (Roediger & BIaxLon,

1-98'ta; Schacter, 198?).4 rn this processing Èheory,

performing simil-ar nentaf operations or processing in like

ways at the time of study and the tine of test facÍlitates

recolfection of the maLerial. For most implicit tasks,

physical features seem to be important to performance, and

'Several other theories are discussed in Appendix A.
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conceptuaL factors such as semantic category or el-aborative

processing do not seem to matter. However, conceptuaL

factors greatfy affect perfornance in typical expJ-icit

memory Lasks such as free recalf and recognition. Roediger

and Blaxton (1987b) used these traits to propose two

criteria for classifying memory tests as data-driven or

conceptually driven. First, tests that are sensitive to

changes in physical features are data-driven. Second, tests

that are sensitive to conceptual or efaborative processing

are conceptually driven. Therefore, if al-terinq physicaf

features, such as character fonts, betr'üeen study and test

reduces performance (rel-ative to no change) the test can be

considered to be data-drj.ven. If there is no reduction, it
is concepÈuaLIy driven.

Roediger and BLaxton (1-987a) considered the resufts of

their Experiment 3 (blurred or in-focus stimul-i) to be

important because it shows that fragment completion can al-so

be thought of as a data-driven task. They had reasoned

that, while other impliclt tasks are data-driven, this might

not be the case with word-fragments because other implicit
phenonena often rely on rapid processing (such as a

tachistoscopic identification task) whereas word fragment
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conpletion relies on slow, laborious responses. SchacËer

(1-987) poínted out that many implicit t.asks nay not be

entirely data-driven. For example, ín word-fragment

conpletion subjects may explicitfy renenber the rùord and use

t.his conceptual- process t.o fill in the blanks. Explicit

tasks may aLso have a data-driven component but the

processing theory suggests that the observed differencês are

due to different tasks being primarily data-driven or

prinarily conceptuaffy driven.

Although physical processing affects implícit memory

more than expl j.cit memory, the opposite seems true for

el-aboratíve processing. Sloman, Hayman, Ohta, Law, and

Tulving (1988) showed that, although performance decreased

as study Iist length increased, word-fragment conpletion did

not show any susceptibility to proactive interference. They

had subjects study and cornpfete fragments for L0 word or 100

word lists. They found that the proportion of correct

comp.Ietions v,ras lower for the 100 word líst than the L0 word

Iist but that there was no systematic decfine in perfornance

for successive deciles within the 100 word list (i.e., Iat.er

deciles were completed as welI as earl-ier decil-es)

indicating Lhat there was no cumulaLive within l-íst
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proactíve interference. Proactive interference is most

acute h¡hen material is conceptually sinilar and shows little
effect for physíca]Iy simílar maLerial (e.9., Wickens, L970)

which is additionaL evidence that impl-icit tasks are

reJ.atívely unaffected by conceptual processes.

Hashtroudi, Eerguson, RappoLd, and Chrosniak (1988)

applied Roediger and B.Iaxton's criLeria to recognítion and

identification of degraded word tasks. They found that.

changes in elaboration had no effect on identification but

did affect recognition performance. They further found that

changes in modality (a physical feature) reduced

identification performance and therefore concluded that the

degraded word Èask was data-driven. Hovùever, they found

that recognition perfornance also decLined with a modafity

changes, Their explanation for this was that recognitíon

may rely on both data-driven and conceptuaJ-J-y driven

processes.

SeveraL investigators have shown that impticit memory

may still be intact if explicit recal-L is precluded. In

sThis effect was not evident with hits, only with false
alarms. The authors therefore suggested caution with this
interpretation.
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such a situation one miqht expect the conceptually driven

component to be compl-etely removed from the implicit task.

One exampLe is the previously mentioned equivalent

performance between amnesics and normals on a word-stem

completion task (l'Iarrington & Weiskrantz, L974) . Explicit
memory was very low for the amnesics yet impJ-icit memory

showed no deqradation. AnoËher exa¡npl-e is given by Tulving,

Schact.er, and Stsark (1982) who gave subjects a recognition

and a word fragment completion test t hr, and 7 days after

the study list. Inplicit memory was unchanged after 7 days

but recognition accuracy was greatLy diminished. Komatsu

and Ohta (1-984) replicated this Tulving eÈ al . (1982)

experiment with a word completion task using nouns that were

five or six Japanese HÍragana characters long. They used

intervals of 8 ninutes, L week, and 5 weeks. Although

recognition memory declined sharply over intervals, inplicit

nemory showed al-most no change aftêr L v¡eek and only a 10%

drop after 5 weeks. These two studies show that, despite

the loss of explicit memory for ¡nateriaf over time, impJ-icit

memory is unaffected both by tine and the absence of

conceptually driven processes.

Graf, Mandler, and Haden (1982) demonstrated a vray to
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el-iminate the confounding effects of explicít memory when

one .is attempting to measure only implicit nemory. They

simulat.ed amnesic sympt.oms by giving one group of subjects a

voweJ- decisíon task in which they were required to decide

whether the currentl"y presented word had any vowels in
conmon hrith the previously presented word. .Another group

was required to process el-aboratively by rating their likingr

of each word on a 7-point scale. Both groups were then

given a free recall test and a vrord-stem compl-etion test.
ülord st.ens t.hat were not primed were compLeted correctly 6*

of the time but primed words rdere correctl-y compl-eted about

30% of the time by both groups. On the recall test the

liking group recalled 30? of the vrords but the vowel- group

recal-]ed only 89. This study was important in shohring a

strong effect due to primlng in word-stetn compl-etion and

further showed that inplicit memory is unaffected by the

al-most total absence of explicit memory. This also showed

that conceptuaLLy driven processes can be obstructed by the

prevention of el-aboraÈive processing when emphasizing Èhe

physícaI features of the stímul-us.

One of the advantages of using completion tests is that

they can be used to assess either explicit or implicit
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memory. ff instructions are to conplete a stem with the

first word that comes Èo mind, impJ-icit memory shoul-d be

assessed, If instructions are to compl-ete the sten with a

word from a previousJ-y presented list, the task becomes one

of cued recaLl- or explicit memory. This seLection can be

made at the time of recall by varying only one aspect of the

Èest. This is very useful- because it limit.s the number of

factors that are varied between the tvro testing conditions.

Usually it is difficul-t to compare tvro kinds of memory tests

because the demands and tasks are very different. For

example/ when comparing inplicit test results to the resul-ts

of a lypical explicit task, which is the most appropriat.e

explicit task to use: free recal-l- or recognitíon? Word-

completion is more than recognition because the subject must

recall some information, yet it is not l-ike free recalf

because some cues are given. In almost aLl cases tests for
differences in different retrieval processes also involve

differences in stimuli or retrieval cues.

Graf and Mandl-er (L984) discovered a convenient.

sol-ution to this dilemma. They gave subjects tvro l-ists of

words which they processed either semantícal-.1-y or

nonsemanticaffy . The subjects then had to conplet.e word
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stems fron one of the l-ists r¡¡ith the first word that came to

mj.nd and for the other List. with a word that they recalled

frorn the list. The only difference between the tasks was

the instructions for completion of the vrord stems. They

found that the orient.ing Èask (semantic or nonsemantic)

greatly affected the number of correct completions when

subjects were trying to remember l-ist rdords (an explicit
task) but had almosÈ no effect rdhen subjects were completing

with the first word that came to nind (an implicit task).

Thus, one can force inpl-icit or expJ-icit recaff simpfy by

varying conpJ-etion instructions whife feavinq al-L other

aspects of the tests identical-.

This finding has been further supported by showing

typical implicit-explicit differences with amnesics. Graf,

Squire, and Mandl-er (1984) found that amnesics were severely

impaired compared with normals when given explicít

instruct.ions but performed as vJel-L as normals given t.he

implicit instruct.ions on a stem-compl-et ion task. Hashtroudi

et aI . (1988) found that instructíons were also important in

a degraded word identification task. When asked sinpl-y to

identify words, elaborat.ive processing had no effect., but.

when told Èo use the degraded words as cues for recalling
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previously studied items, efaborative processing enhanced

performance.

Taking advantage of the capability to induce impJ.icit

or explicit recall- whíl-e holdíng encoding and retrieval

tasks constant allows scrutiny of the processing theory

which suggesÈs that the successful retrieva.l- of an item

depends on matching the type of processing done at encoding

wj-th the processing done at retrieval . Dj-fferences can be

at.tributed to data-driven or conceptual-ly driven processes,

without confounding fro¡n different material-s or cues, lf

implicit memory/ as measured by stem completion, is trul-y a

data-driven task, then changes in the character font of the

letters betv'¡een primes and stem cues should result. in lower

performance than Íf there is no change. Explicit memory,

however, should not exhibit this difference - physicaL

changes, such as varying the font, should have no effect on

conceptual-Ly driven processes. The experiment carried out

as part of my research attempted to equate perfornance on

implicit and explicit memory tasks by employing Graft s et

aI. (1982) simulating amnesia technique/ then compared

performance between these tv¡o kinds of memory when the

physical attributes of primes and stem cues were chanqed or
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hel-d constant at. t.est. Support for t.he processing view

would be found if, as shown in Figure 1, the characterisÈic

data-driven decrement in performance due to physical

alteration was found for the implicit memory task but not

the expJ.icit task.

l{o Priûe

ço

o

Éo
c)

(J
(l)
¡t
Ho(J

Figure L. Expected

memory tasks for No

Prime Conditions.

Fonl Cond i lion

performance on Explicit and Implicit

Prirne, Different Prime and Same

Implic i t

Dif f e rent
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Sometimes the l-eve1 of performance on an ímpliciÈ task

can actual-Ly be higher than performance on an expficit. task.

Hashtroudi et a1. (1988) found that the absolute Levef of

cued recall lias no higher than ídentification (of degraded

words) . Graf and Mandl-er (1984) found that the absolute

level of cued recal-I was higher than stem compJ-etion with

semantic processing but actuall-y lower with physical

processing. The vowel- decision task which wil-f be employed

in this experiment is a physicaf processíng task and shoufd

result in performance l¡¡ith implicit memory equal to

performance with explicit memory when fonts are different.

When fonts are the sane, Èhe additional physicaf cues should

boost performance on imp]icit memory (suggesting a data-

driven task) past that of explicit nemory which shoul-d not

increase (suggestíng a conceptualJ"y driven task).
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Method

Subiects

Subjects were 54 University of Manítoba introductory

psychology students for whom participation in experiments

vùas a course requirement.

Materials

words were selected from Graf and Williams' (1987)

completion norms for three Ìetter stems. Graf and WiIliams

tíst 40 word stems and the frequency wit.h which various

words are reported as the first completion of those stems.

All 40 stems r¡rere used in t.his experiment. The number of

different first completions for these stems ranged from 8 to

30 (M = 1,8.2). They also tabulated the second to sixth

conplet.ions for each stem. The range of possibLe

conplet.ions was 20 t.o 81, (ff = 41.5) .

Primes were selected from the many words they l-ist as

completions for the stems. Prines were usually the third
but somet.imes the second, fourth or (rarely) the fifth most

frequent completion of a vrord stem. Emotional-ly charged or

especial-l-y nemorabl-e vrords (in the experimenter's opinion)

$7ere not sel-ected as primes. Most words (selected as

primes) were five or six Letters long, but some were four
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and some r¡rere seven l-etter words. Word stems were the first
t.hree l-etters of each of the primes. The mean probabilit.y

of fírst conpletion of the word stems with the words

selected as primes was L1.08? according to the Graf and

WlLl-iams norns for unprimed completion.6

In addition, eight. words and their stems were added to

increase the total- number of items to 48. This al-lowed the

vrords to be evenly divided into three conditions. The

additional- eight words were chosen from a dictionary such

that their fírst three letters coufd form a stem v¡it.h at.

least eight al-ternate compl-etions and that the stems r^rere

different than any of the other stens in the experiment.

De s iqn

The experiment lvas a 2 X 3 factorial mixed design.

fnstruction for implicit or explícít recall vras a bet.ween

subjects two l-evel- variable, while priming condition (no

prime, different font prine, or same font prime) was a

wit.hin subject variabl-e. The dependent variable was the

number of word stems in each condition successfulJ-y

completed wíth a word fron the 48 iten list.

6See Appendix B for a l-ist of the words used as primes
in this experiment .
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P rocedure

Subjects vlere presented a list of 44 stimul-us words.

The first 8 and Last 4 items were fil-l-er items t.o deal- with

prinacy and recency phenomenon. The remaining 32 it.ems were

fron the test list. Words vJere presented in two different.

fontsi half of the words v¡ere presented in Font A and hal_f

in Font B. ImpJ-icit and explicit memory for these words was

measured with a stem completion task.

The 48 test words were rando¡nly assi.gned to the three

priming conditíons so that there r¡ere l-6 words in each of

the no-prime, different font prining, and same font priming

conditions. There was a unique random assignment of words

to conditions for each subject. During the priming phase/

each vrord from the different and same font conditions hras

displayed on a video monitor? such that haff the words

within each condition were presented in Font À and half in

Font 88.

TThe materials liere displayed on a colour monitor
driven by an EGA compatible card in an IBM XT clone running
at 8 MHz.

sFont A was Turbo Pascal-ts "Default Fonttr, and Font B
v'¡as the " Tripl-ex Font " . See Appendix D f or an example of a
prime and a stem in Font A and Font. B.
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To reduce t.he effect of expl-icit recaLL on the stem

compl-etion task, Graf et aÌ.ts 11,982) vowel decision task

was empl-oyed during the priming phase. The subjects were

requíred to judge whether the currently presented word had

any vowels in cornmon with the previously presented vrord.

Fol-l-owing Graf et aI .,s procedure, eight. fiLl-er words were

used at the beginning of t.he list to acquaint subjects with

Èhe procedure, and four filIer words at the end of the l-ist
to prevent rehearsal of the l-ast. few primes.

The primes were presented one vJord at. a tine in the

centre of the screen. The rate was self-paced, lrith each

prime displayed until- t.he subject entered a Y or N in

response to vrhet.her the v¡ord shared any voweJ-s with the

previous word. e

FoJ-lowing the vowel- decision task, subjects were asked

to complete 48 word stems (the first three letters of a

word) . Stems in the no-prine condition were nert¡ (the 16

$¡ords not seen in the prirning phase) and haÌf appeared in

each font. The other stems appeared in either the same font

or the different font to that font occurring in the priming

eSee Appendix E for instructions.
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phase. Each stem appeared in the ¡niddle of the screen and.

subjects typed their completions which appeared in the same

font as the stem already on the screen. This task was also

sel-f paced.

AfI six possibfe font order cornbinations occurred

equalLy oft.en for each subject (e.g., same teight prirnes and

stems in Font. A; eight primes and stems in Font Bl,. 
i

different [eiqht A prime, B stem; eight B prime, .4, stem] , 
,

and noprime [eight A stem,. eight B sten] ) .

Priming condition was a wíthin subject variable. The

second variabl-e - a between subjects varíable - !'¡as the

instructions given for conpl-etÍon of the stems. One qroup 
I

was told to compl-ete the word stems with "the first. word 
i

that. comes to mind". This task has been referred to as a

word completion t.ask (Graf, Sguire, & Mandler, L984). Since 
i

the fetter cues were the only aids to conpleting these stems

Èhis can be thought of as a data-driven task. The other

group vras told t.o complete the stems with ,,a word from the

list". This has been cal-l-ed a cued recall task by Graf,

Squire, and Mandler (1984). To avoÍd confusion with t.he i
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conventional cued recallto task, the term constraíned

compl-etion will be used to refer to the explicit attempt to

conpLete a stem, constrained by the stipul-ation that it

shoul-d be compLeted with a previousJ.y presented vrord. This

may be thought of as a conceptuall-y driven task since

subjects shoul-d use higher concepts in an effort to conpl-ete

the stems rather than only the physical cues (i.e., word

fragments). ALthough subjects attempted to explicítly

recall words from the previous task, this was very difficuJ-t

because explicit memory for the items should have been

virtually eÌiminated due to the vowel- decision t.ask (Graf et

al ., L987).

The software to control- the experiment and coLl-ect the

data was written by the experimenter in Pasca1 using

BorLandts Turbo Pascal-, Version 4.0.11 This irnplementation

of the language af l-owed screen output Ëo be displayed in

several- typographic font.s in any specified size. It. also

supported the Hercul-es monochrome graphics card and EGA

toln the typical cued recal-l- task a pair of words is
studied, then one of the words is gíven as a cue to aid
recall of the other.

11see Appendix C for a complete listing of the Turbo
Pascal progiram used to run this experiment.
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graphics cards which produce a high resol-ution display.

Randonizing the order of the list of primes and the order of

the stems, as well as random assignment. of the 48 vrords to

the three priming conditions was done wíth the Pascal

proqram.
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Results

The data were examined for potentiaL irregul-arit. ies

that may bias the results or violate the assumption of the

statistical- Èests. One such possibiÌity was potent.ial

out.l-iers. Stevens (1986) has suggest.ed that any value that

is more than three standard deviat.ions from the mean couLd

be a potential- outlíer. Only one subject exceeded the 3 g

value when using the overaff poofed nean (subject 29r. When

the daËa were considered by inst.ructionaL condition, thís

subject no longer had an outfying score but subject number

LB did. The data were analyzed with subject 29 del-eted,

with subject LB deleted, and ¡¡it.h bot.h subject 18 and

subject 29 deleted. Appendix E sho$rs the anaLyses of

variance (ÃNOVA) sunmary tables for aLÌ conbinations of

potential- outliers deleted from the data. Because the

int.erpretation of the results foll-owing the deletion of

out.l-iers did not differ from the results with all- data

included the reporting which fol-lows is on the data with al-l-

subjects included.

The assumption of honogeneity of variance hras al-so

considered. For the FH", test of honogeneity of variance in
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Tabachnick and Eidell (1983) to yield significant results

the ratio of the maximum to minimum variance must be about

',,,'. three to one (3:1) . Because all variances rdere very cl-ose,

it was concLuded that the assumption of homogeneity of

variance was not viofated.

l't:.., on a post experimental quest.ionnaire, subjects were

.:,'. asked questions about their native language and about the
i, I l

, "trategy that they employed during the experiment t.o

. complete the stems. Due to a high proportion of foreign

I "tudents 
in the sample it vras speculated that Language

I Aifferences may have affected the results. The data rvere

analyzed wit.h a three-way General Linear Model (GLM)

procedure with language as one of the factors. No main

effects or interaction effects invoJ.ving the language factor

were found (see ANOVA surunary tabl-e, Appendix F).

, Many subjects answered the guestions related to their
:', ,:.r: strategy use with an unexpected response for their

inst.ruct.ional condition. For exampLe, some subjects that.

v¡ere told to use the first word that comes to mind to

...::r complete the stem reported that they always tried to

complete the stems with a vJord presented in the vor¡e]

decision task - a strategy appropriate for Èhe other group,
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not fo.r theirs. To rul-e out an effect that might be due to

a strategy other tshan the one intended for each groupt s use

by the experimenter, the data were also analyzed on the

basis of the subjectt s reported strategy. It was found

that there vJere no differences due to t.he subjectts reporled

strategy (see Appendix F),

Correlations v¡ere obtained between al-l- variabLes t.o

ensure Èhat there were not. any unintended relations. Some

variables that vrere transforned or created from other

variabl-es or otherwise expected to be refated were found to

be correl-ated. For exampLe, reported strategy was

correlated to instruct condition (¡ = .41-7) as lvas subject

number (y = .265, because subjects were tested in blocks) .

Except for such expected associations, there rdere no

significant correl-atíons betv¡een variabl-es (see Appendix G).

Data Ä¡alvses

The mean num.ber of correct responses ín the no prime

condition vùas 1.98 (out of a possible L6). This serves as a

baseline measure (or control condition) for the probability

of conplet.ing the set of stems used in Èhis experiment with

the r^rords that had been sel-ected as desirêd responses
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because the subjects wou.ld have been unbiased by

experimental manipulations in their completion of these

stems. In the different font condition the mean was 3.18

correct and in the same font condition the mean was 3.87

correct. A 2 x 3 mixed ¡nodel analysis of variance (ANOVA)

showed that font. condition had a signifícant effect on the

number of correct responses, F(2t L04) = 24.83t p < ,000L.r'?

The same anafysis al-so showed that there vras no significant

effect on the instruction factor, that is, the implicit
group (M = 2.80) scored just as high as the explicit group

(M = 3.22) , E (I, 52¡ = 1.77 p > .05. There \das al-so no

interaction effect, F(2, ]-04) = I.46, l? >.05. A subsequent

Duncan test on the font condition factor reveal-ed that afl
three conditions were significantly different from each

oLher, Scores in the different font. condition were higher

than scores in the no prine condition but lower than scores

in the same font condit.ion. (See Tab]e 1 for a sunmary of

these findings . )

tzType L error was set at = .05 f or al-l- tests.
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Table l.

Mean Number of Correct Stem Comp.letions as a Function of
Font. Condition and Conpletion Instructions

Inst.ructi-on Condition

Font Condition Explicít rmplicit

No Prime t .96 2.00
Different Font 3. 63 2.74
same Font 4.0'7 3.66

Because the qroups were not expect.ed Èo differ in thê 
l

no prime condition, this condition was deleted leaving only ,

ithe t.wo experimental conditions and the data v¡as re-analyzed

with a 2 X 2 ¡nixed model- .ANOVA. The resuLts reconfirmed the

outcomeofthefirstANoVA.Instructíonshadnosignificant

effect. (F(I , 52) = 2.3g, p > .05) nor \das there an i

interaction bet!^¡een instruction and font condition (F(52, I)

= 0.94t p > .3359). Font condition had a significant effect

overalL on response scores (F(L, 52, = 7.64t p < .0079).

Within subject t-tests were conducted to analyze the 
:

simpl-e main effects of font for each instruction condition

using the mean square error (MSE = 2.00547\ from the overal-l-
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one-way ANOVA (collapsed over instruct conditions) as an

error tern v¡ith it.s associated degrees of freedom (df =

1-06). For the implicit conditíon there was a significant

difference betr^¡een same font and different font scores

(trroør = 3.74, p < .0005). In the explicit condition the

resuLts were also signíficant, but only marginally so

(trroør = I.99, p < .05) .

In spite of the fact that the interaction effect was

nonsignificant in both data anafyses, and that in both the

Ínplicit and the expJ-icit conditions there were significant

differences between same font and different font conditions,

the difference between sane and different. font conditions

for the inpl-icit instruction qroup appeared to be of a

greater magnitude. As a result, the implicit and explicit.

groups were compared on the magnitude of improvement from

the different font to the same font. condit.ions, To

accomplish this ana.lysis, a dummy variable was created in

which the val-ues O and l- were assigned to t.he different and

same font conditions. The duruly variable was then used as

the independent variabfe and the two scores for each subject

on the dífferent and same font conditj-ons were the dependent

variable in the cafculation of t\do regression equatíons -
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one for each instruction conditions. The sÌopes v.¡ere then

compared with the appropriate t-test (Kl-einbaum, Kupper, &

Mu11er, L988, p 266). The slope of the inplicit group hras

found to be significantly greater than that of the explicit
group (Ë{50) = 3,56, p < ,0005). Further evidence from the

sLopes of these regression equations comes from the SAS t-
tests generated by defauLt for al-l- regression equations.

The sl-ope of the explicit regression Line (.444) did not

signifícantJ.y differ from 0 (a horizontal Iine), suggesting

that there was no irnprovement in score in t.he same font

condition compared to the different font condition, Ë,r, =

0,84'J., p > .05. The slope of the impl-icit regression line
(.926) did differ significantly from 0 implying that the

score was hígher for the same font condition Ëhan the

different font condition, t,r, = 2.095, p <.04LL.
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Discussion

The experiment was desígned to test the hypothesis that

stem completions in the explicit condit.ion would be no

better than the impticit conditsion due to the vowel- decision

task which was designed to prevent elaboratíve processing of

the primes. This r¡ras the case as there was no naln effect

for instruction condition. The primes were effective ín

eliciting the sefected completíons for each stem as coul,d be

seen from the marked increase in correct compLetion

perfornance betvreen the control (no prime) and the

experimental (same and different font) condiÈions.

ft hras hypothesized that the same font condition would

be compl-eted better t.han the different font condition for

the implicit group but not for the explicit group because

physical cues are ímport.ant. for impliciÈ memory. Expl-icit

memory, which uses semantic or conceptuaf cues, wou]d be

unabl-e to make use of the addítionaf information from the

similarity of the fonts. The clearest way to demonstrate

this would have been to show a font condition by instruction

condition interaction such thaL the imp].ícit same font

condition woul-d be compÌeted significantly more often than

the explicit same font condition, while the different font
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condítions hrould not differ in the expliciÈ and ímpLicit

conditions as shown in Figure 1. This was not the case.

Another way to demonstrate the hypothesis would be to

shor.¡ that the same font stems were completed significantfy

more often than different font stems in the implicit
j-nstruct condition but not for the explicit condition. Due

to the mixed model- nature of the design, it may have been

possible to obtain such a result despite not. finding a

significant interact.ion. Here the resuLts were ambiguous.

When the simple main effects were tested using the error

t.ern obtained from all data, there were significant

differences between the two font conditions in both the

expl-icit and implicit conditions. Thís test, therefore, did

not demonstrate any differences betvreen explíciL and

ínplicj-t memory because the sinil-arity of fonts aided stem

compl-etion in both cases. Although both instruction

conditions showed differences between font conditions there

was the possibiJ-ty thaL in one case the differences hrere

significantl-y greater than in the other. This possibifity

was indicated by the magnitude of the difference in the

impJ-icit condition reLat.ive to the explicit condiÈion.

Analysis of t.he sfope of the regression l-ines showed
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that the change from dífferent font to same font was

significantly greater in the impticit condition than the

change in the explicit condition. This suggests that

implicit nemory makes greater use of the physical cues than

expl-icit me¡nory, although explicit menory may also make some

use of the cues. The finding that the slope of the explícit
l-ine is not signifÍcantly different from 0 hroul-d suggest

that for expl-icit memory there is no benefit fron the

similarity of fonts.

SeveraÌ concl-usions can be drawn from the analyses of

the data. Same font scores were decísively better than

different font scores when subjects were given implicit
memory instructions. The outcome of the tests in the

explícit instructíon condition also indicate that the same

font scores were, a.Ithough only marginaffy significant,

better than the different font scores. These results, afong

with the l-ack of a significant difference beLr,reen Lhe

implicit and expJ.icít conditions on the same font scores,

fail- t.o differentiate between impJ-icit and expficit memory.

What can be said is that, based on the results of the

regression analyses and marginal effects of tests for

expl-icit scores, the improvement of the score in the same
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font condition over the score in the different font

condition seens to be greater for implicit memory than for

explicit. (See Figure 2 to conpare the sl-opes of the l-ines, )
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Eigure 2. Resul-ts shown as number of correct

,'r.;1,, conpletions (out of a possible 16) as a function of Font

Condítíon and Instruction Condition.

This conclusion is compatible with the data-driven

versus conceptual-l-y driven theory of inpl-icit. and expl-icit
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memory. The theory states that impl-icit nemory is primarily

data-driven while explicit is primarily conceptual-ly driven.

Schacter (1987) argues that there are conponents of each

process in bot.h kinds of menory and the present. data are

certainly compatibl-e with such a conclusion. Thus we wou.l_d

expect data-driven processes to result. Ín improved

performance when physical cues are matched at the time of

acquisition and at the time of t.est. compared to an unmatched

condiÈion. This improvement would be most evident in

implicit nemory sit.uat.ions where the primary processes

acting are data-driven. However, some evidence of data-

driven processes may also be evident in exp]icit nemory

which is primariJ.y, but noL solel-y, data-driven.

The presenÈ resuLts arê consistent s¡ith many other

findings in the Literature. Jacoby and Dallas (1981) found

that modality shift had a signifícant infl-uence on impJ.icit

menory (tachistoscopic identification task) and had fittl-e
effect on an expÌicit task (recognition). Hashtroudi et aI .

(1988) found that changes in modality reduced identification

on a degraded word task and concl-uded that it rdas data-

driven. They also found that, depending on how the dat.a was

anaÌyzed, recognition afso decfined vrith modality change.
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They concluded t.hat these results were consistent with the

data versus conceptuaLl-y driven hypothesis but that several

inconsistencies must be accounted for. The first vras that,

due to the decrease in recognition performance r^¡ith modal-ity

change, recognition must rely on both conceptuafl-y driven

and data-driven processíng. The second is that, because

there was substantial- priming in the identification Èask

even r.¡hen modality was changed, there must also be some

conceptuaLLy driven components to that task. In

Hashtroudits et al-. experiment the relative rates of decfine

between the explicit and impJ.icit tasks cannot be directl-y

compared because of the different natures of the tasks. In

the present experiment, however, the rel-ative changes can be

conpared because both expJ.ícit and imp]-icit. tasks vrere

examined with identical tests - stem conpletion.

Although this experiment did not provide as clear

evidence as had been hoped for in support of t.he processing

theory of impj-icit memory the resul-ts v¡ere nevertheLess

encouraging. A feature of this experiment that ctouds

ínterpretation of the results is the mixed model design.

This design al-lows more power to detect effects bethTeen font

conditions because it is a within subject factor, yet
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differences between instruction condit.ions (inplicit and

explicit memory), a between subject factor, had less power

which may help account for the lack of an interaction effect

in the anafyses. Future research should repl-icate this
experiment with the intent to make interpret.ation of the

resul-ts more straightforward. This can be accompl-ished by

introducing a few modifications such as the use a conpletely

between subjects design. Statistics are easier, results are

more cJ-ear, but power is not as great compared to within or

mixed designs. The decrease in power could be compensated

for by using more subjects.

Another useful change would be to ensure that the

subjects are actuaffy following the expLicit or implicit

instructíons. The resuLts of the post-experimental

questionnaire suggest that there may have been some

confusion over how to complete the stems,' however, analysis

of these responses indicated that lack of unity in reported

strategies within groups did not resul-t in differences in

performance. Using Graf and Mandler's (1984) instructions

verbatin nay hel-p to unify the strateqies that subjects

report as having been used. A related change to ensure t.hat

subjects in the implicit group do not spontaneousfy
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used to complete words in the stem completion task is t.o

take additional steps to reduce expJ-icit recafL of the

primes. This could be done by using a fil-l-er task between

vowel decision and stem compfetion or by having subjecÈs

return the next day for the stem conpl-etion task. This

would aLso have the effect of reducing the levef of

performance on the explicit task which was a littl-e higher

than Lhat of the implicit group (but not statistical-l-y

significant). Graf and Mandler (1984) found that the

absolute level- of cued recall (explicit. instructions) ù¡as

actually l-ower than the l-evel of stem compJ-etion (implicit

instructions) vrhen primes were presented with a physical

processing task, while Hashtroudi et al . (l-988) found that

implicit memory was just as high as explicit memory on a

degraded word task,

Research on inplicit memory ís import.ant in discovering

clues about retrievaf processes in memory, and inferences

that people nake vühich are often based on knoÌùledqe that

sometimes cantt be explicitJ-y remembered. An example is

performance on muJ.tiple choice exams. Students may choose

the right answer more often than expected by chance even
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though they cannot recafl or even recognize the anshrer in a

meaningful way. For these reasons and others, such as

underst.anding amnesia or aging in memory, research on

implicit memory should continue. The particu].ar paradigm

used here could be used to inventory factors, such as which

physícaf features are important (cofour, size etc), that

dissociat.e implicit and explicit memory. The computerized

ímpl-ementation of this experiment allows many aspects of

implicit memory to be explored with only minor changes to

the progran and experimental desiqn.
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Appendix A: Literature Review

craf and Schacter (1985) have used the terns inp_ljcj¿

and explicit memory to describe the dífference betvreen

consciousl-y recalled and índirect expression of previously

acquired information, They use these terms because they are

not as sat.urated vrith multíp1e meanings or conceptual

anbiguity as Èerms such as unconscious or unaware memory

(Schacter, 1987). Schacter al-so reports that these t.erms

were first used by McDougal-l- ín L92A who describêd t'explicit

recognition, which invol-ves conscious recollection of a past

event, and implicit recognition as a change in behavior that

is attributable to a recent event yet contains no conscious

reco.Il-ection of it or explicit reference to itt' (in

Schacter, (198'7), pp 505). Even though Schacter has cfaimed

that the terms are descripÈive concepts (they neither refer

to, nor imply separate memory systems) there has been some

ambiguity in referring to these terms. Ríchardson-KLavehn

and Bjork (1988) pointed out thaÈ the terms implicit and

explicit are often used to refer to Lasks, as Schacter

cJ.aimed, but that they are also used to describe

hypothetical- forms of mernory. For example, Graf and

Schacter (1987) stated that "they have used the terms
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explicit and ímplicit to describe the forms of memory

indexed by these two type of tests" 1p. 45). Richardson-

Kl-avehn and Bjork (1988) argued that inplying memory forms

from types of Èasks cannot be justified. For this reason

they endorsed the terms used by Johnson and Hasher (L987),

indirect and direct ¡neasures of memory, which refer only to

met.hods of testing memory and which have no theoretical

connotations. There have also been other names ascribed to

traditionai- measures of memory such as autobiographical,

episodic, and inËentjona¿ tests of memory, while

unintentionaT, indirect, and incidentaf have been used to

refer to what Graf and Schacter caÌL ímplicit memory tests

(Richards on-Kl-avehn & Bjork, l-988), fn this paper, the

terms expLicit and impLicit will be used both to describe

ways of measuring memory, and, as many current authors do/

to refer to hypotheticaÌ memory structures or sysÈems.

E¡ßamples of Inplícit Mênory

Implicit memory has been reveal-ed on a great variety of

tasks. The most popular test for inplicit memory is the

word stem conpletion task and the closel-y rel-ated fragment

completion task. On the vJord stem completion task, subjects

are presented wiLh Lhe first. three letters of a word and
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asked to complete the stem with the first word that cones t.o

mind. Typical-l-y, t.here are several- words that are vafid

completions of the stem and the target word is not t.he most

frequentl-y completed word in non-priming conditions.

Implicit memory is shown for words Èhat had been prined

because these words are used to compl-ete the stem with a

greaÈer frequency than baseline performance (i.e., in a non-

prining condition) . The fragment completion task diverges

slight.Ìy from stem compJ-etion in that the word fragments are

words with several l-etters arbitrarily missing. There is

typicalJ-y only one completion possible for any qiven

fragment .

Stem compfetion is currently the more frequently used

task because of the possibility of neasuring both implicit

and expliciÈ memory with identical- retrieval cues for both

tests. Graf and Mandl-er (1984) found t.hat, nhen instructed

to complete a stem with the "first \^rord that comes to mind",

subjects performance reffected characteristícs pecuLiar to

implicit tasks (in this case indifference Lo semantic or

nonsemantic processing), but that. when instructed to

complete the stem "with a word from the list" of primes,

they performed as if it were an explicit memory task
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(senantic l-evel of processing very important).

AnoLher demonstration of impl-icit nemory is the TexicaJ-

decjsion task, on this task subjects must decide h'hether or

not a string of l-etters is a legal word. The latency of

making this lexical- decision ís reduced for words that have

been presented previously, but nonrdords show no or litt.le
priming (Kirsner & Smith, L9'74).

A closely related test is the tachistoscopic

identìfÍcatjon task Ín which subjects are given a brief
exposure (about 30 ms) to a stímufus and nust identify it.
Implicit memory is evident when the identification accuracy

increases, or the necessary display tíme for accurate

identification decreases, due to a prior present.ation of

that particular stimulus (Jacoby & Dallas/ f 98l-). This task

nay also be referred Èo as r,/ord identífication or perceptual

identífication (Schacter, 1-987) .

À phenomenon that has often been likened with inplicit
memory is that of procedural or skill learning. G]isky,

Schacter, and Tulving (1986) reported that an amnesic woman

was taught to enLer data into a computer. It t.ook many

teaching sessions, and although she could not remenlcer ever

having done this task in a previous session, she gradual-l-y
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l-earned the skiLl. In fact, Schacter reports that she did

not tire or become bored with the task, suggesting that she

may not be abLe Lo reme¡nber that she had already been doing

it for hours. Ot.her researchers have found simiLar

situations vJhere a procedure can be Learned even in the

absence of explicit knowledge of that. procedure. One such

case is Lewicki, HilI, and Bizot (1988) viho found that

subjects (with normaÌ menory) l-earned where on a computer

screen a target wouJ.d appear. The targetrs location

fol-Lowed a compl-ex pattern. The subjects not only couldnrt

expl-icitly identify the pattern but they didn't even realize

that there was a pattern or guess that the pattern of

Iocations might. be the experimental manipul-ation. That

their decrease in reactíon time and increase in accuracy was

due to inplicit knowledge of the pat.tern and not merely due

t.o practice effects was shown by two factors. FÍrst/ some

of the t.arget,s focations coul-d not be predicted on the

basis of the pattern. Afthough the subjects, performance

improved over time on these trials due to practj-ce effects,

it did not improve as quickly as [predict.able" trials.
Second, performance decreased sharply vlhen t.he pattern t¡as

changed.
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In 191-1, Claparède (in Schacter, !98'1) demonstrated a

case of inpJ-icit memory when an amnesic woman refused to

shake hÍs hand. He had previously pricked her with a pin

whíl-e shaking hands. Alt.hough she could not rememlcer the

incident, by refusing to shake hands she demonstrated an

inplicit memory for the incident.

In L885 Ebbinghaus noted that not alt memory is
expressed with conscious awareness (Schacter, 1-987). Using

himself as a subject he found thaË he could l-earn items rnrith

fewer trials when these itens had been fearned 24 hours

earlier, even though he could not expJ.icitly remember the

items. Savings for t.his material- can be deemed to be

implicit memory because performance !úas facilitated in the

absence of expficit. recal-I.

Degraded words are another method of assessing implicit
memory that has nany of the same features as the word

fragment completion task. One of t.he simil-arities is that.

subjects are tested for response latency or accuracy t.o

deqraded words, some of which had been previously presented

to the subjects as whole words and some of which are seen

for the first time in the experimental setting. The major

difference is that, instead of rernoving vrhoLe letters from
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the word, part.s of each l-etter are missing. The l-etters are

degraded by masking 25, 50 or 75å of the word $¡ith the

background colour. This is one of the tasks thaÈ V'¡arrington

and Weiskrantz (l-968) originally used to demonstrate that,

in sone situations, amnesícs perform as wefl as normal-s on a

memory test.. A simiLar task that has been used by several-

investigators (Snodgrass, L987; Snodgrass, Smith, Feenan, &

Corwin, 198?; Weldon & Roediger, 1-987) is the degraded

picture task in which sub ject.s must identify pictures that

have been degraded in the same fashion as the letters.

Hashtroudi, Ferguson, Rappold, and Chrosniak (l-988)

used degraded letLers Lo demonstrate many of the

characteristics (originaffy found in other experiments) of

impl-icit memory such as long-Iasting resistance to

extinct.ion (24 hr in their case), not affect.ed by

el-aborative processing, reduced perforrnance due to modality

change (auditory to visual, and auditory whiJ-e imaging the

text to visual) and the potentía1 to change a typicaf

implicit. test to an expficit test by changing only the

retrievaf ÍnsLructions.

Cbaracteristics of Iuplicit Uenory

One very notabfe characteristic of implicit memory is
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that it is intact in amnesics. Their expl_ícit memory is not

avail-able Èo them but many experiments have shown

performance egual to or almost equal- to normal_s on implicit

tasks. SchacÈer (1987) claimed Èhat whet.her or not. amnesics

sho$¡ normal- retention "depends critically on the

.,.:..r1,. to demonstrate normal or near normal memory in amnesics were

Warringt.on and liteiskrantz (L968, L970a, 1970b). Subjects

, 
trere presented wiÈh fragmented words or pictures which were

i presented in successively less fragmented form untiL the

I stimu.Lus cou.ld be correctly named. The memory test sras a

, 
tepetition of this procedure and memory for the item was

demonstrated by identification at more fragmented levels

than !,rere first. required during the initial presentation

.¡,.,,,: stage, Amnesic patients showed si¡nilar retention to normals
ìii..;:tì

,;,,,,,. vrhen tests lvere conducted l nin after presentation but on
'1.,r,.:..'¡j.:,1: free recall and recognition, amnesics performance was much

worse. Aft.hough amnesics didn,t perform as weLl as controfs

at t hr and 24 hr interval-s they stil-l exhibited some

''''' 
"'I;"': savings by identifying the stimul-us earlier than they had at

the initial- presentation.

More recently Squire, Shimamura, and Graf (1985)
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studied patients who were treated for depression with

bilateral Efectroconvul-s ive Therapy (ECT). Íilhen tested for

recognition, aJ-J- ECT patients performed at or near chance

level. When tested for word fragment conpletion, the ECT

patients performed as wefl as control subjects. As t.he

amnesic effects of ECT v¡ore off, recognition performance

improved markedly, but word fragment completion renained

stabfe.

Hashtroudi/ Parker, DeLisi, biyatt, and Mutter (1984)

examined the effects of afcohof induced amnesia. Sub ject.s

who had been administered afcohol- to a blood aIcohol fevel

of .08 9/100 nI were impaired on a fÌee recall test afLer a

single exposure to the test items, compared to subjects who

had taken a pl-acebo. The intoxicated subjects' perfornance

on a degraded vrord ident.ification task vras unaffected.

These resuÌts are sinilar to those found in oËhex studies

wíth chronic amnesics. A major difference, however, was

found between alcohol- amnesia and chronic arnnesia in that

recognitíon memory in alcohol amnesia was unimpaired.

Light and Singh (1987) found that ol-der adults (mean

age = 61 .7) r,¡ere impaired on memory tests hrhich involved

conscious recol-lection but were unimpaired on tests that.
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implicitJ.y measure memory. Their explicit measures were

free recall, cued recafl, and recoqnition, Their inplicit

measures were rsord conpletion and perceptuaf identification,

The only dífference betvreen cued recall and word completion

was instructions after the cïaf and Mandler (1984) manner.

Liqht. and Singh noted that Craik's (1983) suggestion that

age differences are due to differences in environmental

support (older peopl-e needing more cues) is contradicted by

this evidence because Èhe l-east support j-s offered by free

recal-I, an explicit. task, and the most by cued recal-l- and

recognition, aÌso explicit tasks. Word completion, which

offers an intermediate degree of environmental support,

resul-ted ín equal performance regardLess of age. They also

noted t.hat age rel-ated effects, when viewed in terms of

implicit and expficit menory, cfoseÌy paralleJ-ed those of

amnesics and normals. Elderly people, like amnesics/ are

unimpaired on impJ-icit tasks but are disadvantaqed on

expJ-icit metnory tasks.

Two other kinds of findings have especial-Iy

demonstrated an independence between explicit and implicit

memory. One is the statísticaJ- independence of iÈems

retrj-eved under explicit and impJ-icit conditj-ons. This
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measure of independence is based on an ítem by item analysis

rather than on average performance of one task compared to

another, Jacoby and f{itherspoon (l-982) found that

performance on a perceptuaf identification task was

independent of performance on a recognition task when

measured by comparing the degree to which retrieval of any

given it.en predicts successful- recall of that item on the

other Èask. Al-t.hough they examined this in terms of the

epi sodic-semant ic memory distinction Lo account for the

difference betvreen memory with and without ar.¡areness, it

shoul-d be pointed out, that t.heir t.asks also fit t.he implicit.

- expl-icit distinction. Kolers (l-976) also found

statisticaf independence between an implícit nemory task

(speed of reading inverted text) and an expLicit. task

(recognition that a specific passage had been read

before).13

Tulving, Schactser, and Stark (1982) claim to have found

stochastic independence betrdeen recognition and word

fragment completion. When they tested fragnent completion

before recognition, they found that. the thro were positively

l3KoLerts study wil-l be discussed Later.
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correl-ated. They state that this ís not surprísing because

completion of a fragment wouLd increase the l-ikelihood of a

posit.ive response on a recognition test (because the subject

saw the word tr,rice: priming and fragment conpl-eLion) .

However, when recognition was tested first, the probability

of correct fragment completion $¡as compl-etely independent of

recognition accuracy. Their conclusion was that the

probabiJ-ity of remembering an item on a recognition test is
completely independent of the probabiJ.ity of correct.ly

compl-eting a word fragnent vrith that iten. Hovrever there is

no way to measure stochastic independence with their
paradigm. The fact that a recognition test was given before

fragment. compLetion means that there woul-d be prining due to

the items on the recognitíon test, regardless of whet.her

these it.ems were judged as old or new. fn fact, they found

that priming from the recognit.ion test resul-ted in greater

correct fragment complet.ion than priming from t.he original-

study trial, (5 s study time per item). Thus, any relation

bet.ween implicit me¡nory performance and explicit memory of

the study trial- would be greatly overshadowed by the priming

effects of the recognition test. Their claim that fragment

conpfetion is equally probable whether a person correctl-y
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recognized that item or not does not mean t.hat an item can

be stored in one kind of memory but not another. It simply

means that presentation of these items on a recognitíon

test, regardless of subject response, results in equal

priming on vrord fragment completion tests. Tulvíng (1985)

defended this conc.lusion by pointing out that a dependency

is found beLween individual- items on recal-l and recognition

tests. Perruchet and Baveux (L989) pointed out, however,

that this argunent is irrelevant because recaLl and

recognition are both highJ.y sensitive to repetition effects.

ff, for example, one recal-l-s an item on a free recâLl test,

that person Ís more likely to subsequentl-y recoqnize it than

items that leere not recalled but were in the original- st.udy

]ist..

According Lo Witherspoon and Moscovitch (1989),

stochastic independence is not found between recognition and

free recal-]. This is consistent with the view that simifar

processes may underlie both tasks. Evidence for

independence between expl-icit and implicit tasks may suggest

separate processes or systems for each. However, Parruchet

and Baveux (1989) found dependence between some implícit.

tasks and explicit tasks (perceptua.l clarification and word
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fragment completion were related to recal-l- and recognition)

and independence bet.ween some irnplicit tasks (tachi st.oscopic

identification and anagram sol-ution are implicit tasks/ but

were not related to the other two implicit memory tasks) .

Wítherspoon and Moscovitch (1989) also found statistsical

independence between tv¡o implicit tasks (word fragment

completion and perceptual- identification) . The theoret.ical

implications of t.hese findings will be dealt with when I

discuss multiple memory systems.

Another class of findings that supports independence

between expJ.Ícit and implicit memory ís the time course of

forgetting for the two kinds of memory. Implicit memory for

items l-asts much l-onger than explicit memory. In this case

Tulving et al .'s (1982) resul-ts are more cfear cut. They

measured explicít nemory (recognition) and implicit memory

(fragment completion) t h, and 7 days after the study list.

They found that expliciÈ memory declined narkedly over the

seven days but that implicit memory remained the same.

According to the fragnent compJ.etion test there lcas no

forgetting over the period of one week.

This finding of resÍstance to ext.inction in imptícit.

memory was replicated and extended by Komatsu and Ohta
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(1984). They neasured recognition and fragment. completion I
min, 1 week, and 5 weeks after subjects sa!ù a priming list.
They found that recognition performance dropped

substantiaLJ.y over each retent.ion interval, but that

fragmenL comp.letion showed afmost no difference when

compared at I mín or L week and decl-ined only about ten

percent after 5 vùeeks (Experiment L). In a second

experi-ment they found that word fraqment compJ-eÈion was the

same whether tested L min., L hr, or 1 rdeek after study.

Sloman, Hayman, Ohta, Law, and Tul-ving (1988) studied

fragment completion performance over six different intervals

from 18 min. to 16 months (Experiment 2). Although

performance dropped considerably over this time interval-,

completion was sÈill facil-ít.ated by the study list. 16 months

later. This time frame is similar to that of Kolers (L976)

who found that passages of inverted script that had

originally been read a year earlier (aIso in inverted

script) were read faster than inverted passages seen for the

first tíme.

Various encoding manipulations and retrieval- cues

affect irnplicit and explicÍt menory in different hrays. In

general., any manipuJ-ations that have to do with Levels of
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processing have quite dranatic effects on expLicit recall-,

wíth deeper or more elaborative processing resul-ting in

great.er reca.IÌ t.han shaLLor¡, or non-elaborative processing.

LeveLs of processing, hov¡ever, has no effecÈ on inpl-icit

tasks. For examp.Ie, Jacoby and Dall-as (1981) asked subjects

to process a fist of vrords efaboratively (answer questíons

about meaning) or non-elaborat ívely (deciding whether word

contains a certain l-etter) . They found that. recognition

test perfornance was greatly infl-uenced by type of study

processing, However, on a l¡ord identification test, the

study manipufat.ion had no effect. Graf and Mandfer (1984)

found siniLar resuLts when test cues were identical (first

three l-etters of a word) and onl-y compl-etion instructions

were varied to produce an impficit or explicit test.
Impl-icit memory was unaffected by an el-aborative processing

manipulation but explicit test resul-ts varied depending on

degree of elaboration.

Ãnother line of evidence that suggests that conceptual

factors that are importanÈ to expl-icit recal-l- don't affect

implicÍt memory is that of interference. Usíng an AB, AC

interference paradigm, Graf and Schacter (1987) showed that

retroactive and proactive interference do not have an effect
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on the word stem-completion task. Subjectss studied a target

list of paÍrs of words designated AB (e.9., shirt-v,rindow) .

They also studied an interference l-ist of \dords designated

AC (e.9., shirt-finger) in the experimental- conditions and

CD (e.9., rock-phone) in the control conditions. l¡¡híIe the

experimental conditions shared the first or A word in a pair

between the target and interference 1ist, the control-

conditions had unique words between the two lists. The ÂB

t.arget list was studied after the interference l-ist. in the

proactive interference conditions and before the

interference l-ist in t.he retroactive interference

conditions. Memory was then tested with both cued reca.ll

(explicit) and stem completion (implicit) by changíng the

recall- Ínstructions. Cues were a compl-ete A word al-ong with

the first three letters of a B vrord (e.9., shirt-win ).
The AB pairings vrere eit.her t.he same as in the study target.

Iist (same context) or in a different context. They found

that the experimentaL group did not differ from the conLro]

group vrhen memory was t.ested vrith sten compl-etion. This

hel-d for same context and for different context conditions.

However, on the explicit task both proactive and retroactive

int.erference r{as found in both context conditions. Sloman
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et al . (1988) also failed to find proactive or retroactive

interference in a word-fragment completion task.

Although ínterference affects explicit but not impl_icít

memory/ changes j-n surface information or physical-

attributes of the stimulus and cues seem to have the

opposite effect. Implicit memory appears to be greatÌy

dependent on changes of this nature while explicit memory is

unaf f ect.ed.

KoLer/ s (1975, 1-9?6) had subjects read invert.ed text,

some of which had been read (inverted) L3 to 15 months

earl-ier. He found that skill for reading inverted text

íncreased with practice but al-so that performance (speed and

accuracy) of previously read texÈ was enhanced above that of

normal- practice effects. This was uncorrel-ated wÍth

subjects's explicit nemory of whether the sent.ences were old

or new.

According t.o Roediger and Blaxton (l-987b), modafity has

no effect on free recaff, and typography has littÌe effect.

Jacoby and Dallas (L98L) sho$¡ed that changes in modality

(from audítory at study to visuaf at test) had no effect on

recognition but had a Large effect on a speeded word

identification task. That is, they found that on a visuaf
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recogniÈion test, performance was equal for auditory and

visua.l study condiLions. Changes or no changes in modalit.y

did not matter. However, onLy visual- presêntation (not

auditory) at study primed itens for the word identiflcation
task, showing that changes in modalíty are of critical
importance in implicit tasks.

Roedíger and BLaxt.on (1987a) used a s¡ord conpletsion

task and in Experíment L found that audítory presentation

did facilitate performance but not as much as visua.l-

presentation. they al-so found that words studied in hand-

printed form r¡¡ere beLter complet.ed vihen the fragments were

aLso in hand-printed form than rdhen they were typed. In

Experiment 3 they presented the study naterials either in
focus or blurred and found that, when the fragnents matched

the study condition, performance was superior to when they

didntt match. Likewise, Graf, Shimamura, and Sguire (1985)

found shifting modality reduced performance on a stem-

completion task, but that, when the stems were completed in

the explicit instructional- condition (cued recaLl), modality

had no effect.

Theoretical Àccounts of Ir¡úrlicit Ueaory
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There have been nany explanations offered as to the

underlying basis for producing the observed differences ín

implicít and explicit nemory. I witl discuss several of

these theories incLuding tvro activation nodels - t.he

threshold model- and a semantic activation model, t!,¡o

nult.iple menory syst.em theories - one in which memory is
divj-ded ínto episodic and semantic memory, and one in which

memory is divided into implicit and explicit nenory systems,

and finally I wil-l- take a processing approach and examine

transfer appropriate processing.

The ¡nost obvious interpretation is v¡hat could be call-ed

a t.hreshoLd model- (Schacter, 1987) or a t.race strength

theory (Roediger & BIaxton, 1987b). Different tests have

different thresholds at vrhich menory traces can be detected.

ImpLicit tests are simply more sensitive measures of memory

than explicit tests and thus vreaker memories can be

detected. This vroul-d account for the long lasting effects

found on some tasks. As the strength of a memory trace

decays, less sensitive tests, such as free recalL, will no

longer detect that. trace but more sensitive tests may. This

notion paralJ.els oÌd lheories that sugqested that. recal-l and

recognition differences refl-ected dj-fferences in trace
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strength. Schacter (198?) does not give this view serious

consideration. He points out that the differential effect
of some variables and the statistical independence bet$reen

implicit and explicit tests rules out an interpretation
where differences are due only to sensit.ivity to trace

strengths. Roediger and BLaxton (1,987b) pointed out that,

according to this model, remembering relies on the strength

of the trace and that, if one trace is stronger than

another, it shoul-d be stronger no matter which test is used.

The rel-ative strengt.hs cannot be apparentl-y reversed on

different tasks.

Mandl-er (1980) has proposed that two processes are

necessary for recall- - activatíon and el-aboration. When a

word is presented it is automatically activated which

increases (temporaril-y) the avaiLability of the vrord. This

fits with Anderson's (1-983) semantic activation model in

whj-ch memory traces that are activated are more accessibl-e

and more likely to be sefected in a retrieval task. For

explicit recalf Lo occur, there must also be elaboration

where t.he word is effortfull-y related to the experimental-

context and to other iÈems in memory. A widespread

interpretation of implicit memory is that prirningr activat.es
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preexisting memory traces which, even in the absence of

elaborat.ion, allow more probabl-e responses for those Lraces

on inp]icit tasks. This l-ine of reasoning can be seen in

the title of craf and MandLer's 1984 paper, "Activation
makes vJords more accessible but not necessarily more

retrievabLetr,

Some evidence that supports this theory is a

perceptuaL- ídentificat ion Èask in whích amnesics did not

show a prining effect for pseudowords (Cernak, Talbot,

Chandl-er, & Wol-barst, 1985). This wouLd be expected since

there are no preexisting traces to be activated (i.e., the

amnesics woul-d never have encountered these pseudowords

before) . Rozj-n, 1976 (in Graf, Mandfer & Schacter, l-984)

suggested that the abitity to activate old mental-

representations may be intact in amnesics. The activation

view is supported by the findings that amnesics show normaL

priming for items t.hat have preexisting memory

represent.at ions and perform normall-y on implicit tests buË

do not seem to acquire new material and perform poorfy on

explicit tests.

Hor^rever Graf and Schacter (1985) point out that most

tests that demonstrate fack of the ability to acquire new
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associations have been explicit tasks. They describe

Moscovitch, (1984) (in Graf & Schacter 1985) vrho had

amnesics memorize word pairs. Subjects then had to read the

words in the same or different pairings from a degraded

display. Moscovitch found faster reading times with the

same paírings suggesting retention of this newly acquj-red

contextuaL information on an implicit measure. Graf and

Schact.er (1984) added to this evidence by using word-pair

primes on a word stem compl-etion task, where the cue r.¡as the

fi.rst word plus the first three letters of the second word.

The first word was either the same as the word original.J.y

paired vrith the second word or a different pairing. When

previousJ.y paired words were used as cues, greater priming

was observed than when new paj-rs were used (ín some

conditions) . This was true for both memory non-impaired

college students as vrefl as amnesics shovring implicit memory

for new associations, even where explicit memory could be

rul-ed out .

Graf and Schacter (198?) confirmed that nev¡

assocíat.ions coul-d be detected with implicit tests and

further found that interference affects expJ-icit but not.

inplicit memory (i.e., their AB-AC paradigrm discussed in a
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prevíous secLíon).

When dissociations begin appearing in t.he llterature
the first. suggestion many peopfe have Ís nultiple memory

systems. This is especially appealing in cases r¡here t.here

is stochastic independence between ts¡o nemory neasures

(compared to, for exampJ-e, a trace strength theory) . The

genera] idea is that an iten can be stored in one nemory

system while not necessarí]y being stored in another system.

It seems to make intuit.ive sense that, if it.em retrieval- ís

independent on two tasks, the underlying memory systems may

be independent. This has resulted in the suggestion t.hat

Tulving's epi sodic/ semant ic distinction could account for

t.he observed differences where explicit tasks are realLy a

form of episodic memory and ínplicit tasks are a form of

semantic memory. Tulving (1983) has used the term episodic

to describe menory for a specific time and place or

occasion, and semantic for memories that don't reguire

reference to a particuLar incident. Thus, knowl-edge that

fire will burn is semantic memory because one doesn't know

(or need to knov/) when that knowledge was firsÈ acquired.

The recaLl- of a specific incidents in which you burned

yourself is episodic nenory. This taxonomy has been used to
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describe both tvio kinds of memories and two distinct
hypot.hetical underlying memory sysÈems responsible for

dissociations in the recal-l- of these types of information.

Tulving's division is not adequate to describe the

memory dissociations that recent research has been

demonstrating. Specifically, it does not deal- with rnemory

of which a person is unaware, since epísodic memory. requires

an episode and semant.ic memory, while not requiring

autobiographicaL det.ail-s, may very r,ùeff be fuJ-J-y in a

persont s conscj-ousness. ObviousJ-y, attributíng impJ-icit and

explicit tasks to different memory systems is not consistent

with Perruchet and Baveux,s (L989) and l¡¡itherspoon and

Moscovitch's (1989) fíndings of independence between some

impl-icit tasks and of dependence between some implicit and

explicit tasks, unless one invents a new nemory system every

time a dissociatÍon is found (e.9., Tulving, L984).

Blaxton (in Roediger and BLaxton, 1987b) tesÈed the

utility of TuJ.ving's episodic / semantic distinction against

the data-driven/ conceptual ly driven classification. Data-

driven processes operate on physical features of the

stimulus while conceptualJ.y driven processes rely on

abstract or ment.al-l-y constructed features of the stimulus.
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She found that tasks viewed as data-driven or conceptually

driven better accounted for the data than when tasks vrere

viewed as episodic or semantic menory. Typical-ty, tasks

that have been attributed to episodic memory by Tutving have

been conceptual-l-y driven and those attributed to semantic

memory have been data-driven. With only these thro cel-l-s in

most experiments, Roediger and Bl-axton s¡ere not surprised

that Tul-ving found dlssociations in accordance vrith his

distinction. Bl-axton, however, used four ceLls ín her

experiment. Two of the tasks (graphemic cued recalJ-I{ and

free recall) are episodic tasks and two (word fragment

completion and a general knowledge test) are semantic tasks

according Lo Tulving's criteria. fn addition to this

categorization, one task from each cl-ass can be cl-assified

as daÈa-driven (graphemic cued recaLL and word fragment

conplet.ion) and the other thro as conceptually driven (free

recalI and general knowledge test). lVords were studied in

either no context, context, or generate conditions. The

pattern of performance for each retrieval task across t.he

laThe graphenic cued recal-f test uses cues that l-ook
like the target item (e.9., CHOPPER for COPPER.) Subjects
were instructed to try to recall words that Looked like the
cue and that the meaning of the cues is irrelevant.
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three study conditions should reveal- which tasks are more

cfosel-y rel-ated (and thus whlch should be under the same

cl-assi ficat íon) . Her results showed that free recal-L and

qeneral knolvl-edge showed the same pattern (generation

superíor to conÈext r,rhich was superior to no context study

conditions) and that graphemic cued recaLl and hrord fragment

completion sho$¡ed the opposite pattern (no context superior

to context which was superior t.o generat.e conditions) .

These pairings suggest that, if tlro memory systems are

invoLved, the implicit /explicit classification better

explains the resul-ts than t.he episodic/ semantic

cl-assificat ion .

A theory supported by Blaxtont s results is the

Processing Model- (Schacter, 1987). This view emphasizes the

kind of processing done at. time of retrieval- and hov,¡ it
natches processes carried out at time of encoding. This is

different than the standard Levels of processing approach

where different processes at encoding produce different.

degrees of recalI. In this case the more the processes

required by the retrieval- test paraLl-e1 those executed at

encoding the better recall- for that materíal wil-l- be. The

most popular and wel-l described inpl-enentat.ion of this
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concept is Jacoby,s (1983b) data-driven (bottom-up) and

conceptually driven (Lop-down) processing model , processíng

requírements which emphasize perceptuaL informatíon or

physical features is said to be data-driven. Semantics,

meanings, and abstract associations of the stimulus

exernpl-ify conceptually driven processes, v¡hich are subject

initiated. Data-driven processes are init.iated and

regulated by the physical information that is actually in
t.he test stimulus.

When a stimulus is presented, subjecËs process ít in

several ways. This processing usually involves both the

physical- features of the stimuLus and conceptual- aLtributes

of it. At the tine of retrieval different aspects of the

stimulus nay be reca1J-ed, dependíng on the nature of t.he

retrieval test.. Differences bettieen explicit and implicit
memory are thus due to differences in t.he processes used to

retrieve the items. Explicit menory is the result of

conceptua.ll-y driven processes and implícit menory is the

result of data-driven processes. It has been argued that

some recal-l- tests have components of both kinds of processes

(e.9., Roediger & Blaxton, 1987b, Schacter, 1987). For

exanpl-e, in a word-fragment compl-etion task subjects may use
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the pattern of given letters and bl-anks to find a word that
fíts (data-driven) but they may also try to explicitty
recall the entire 1íst of words in an at.tempt to stumble

across one that fits (conceptually driven) . While it is
acknowledged that some tasks may be both, thÍs t.heory argues

that impficit tasks are nost.Iy data-driven and exp]icit
tasks are mostl-y conceptually driven. Some tasks can be

found that more obviously involve processing of only one

kind or the other. Free recall, for example, is
conceptual-l-y driven since no data is provided. Implicit.

tasks such as word stem completion or perceptual

identificat.ion are more obviously data-driven because, in
some circumstances, conceptual attríbutes cannot be invol_ved

such as when the subject nakes no attempt to recalf materíaf

or where the subject cannot explicitly recall_ the items

(e.9., amnesic subjects, the vowel decision task, or where

sufficient. tine has elapsed).

This modeL neatly fits the results of Bl-axton's study

as weII as mosÈ of Èhe other findings already discussed.

Multipl-e memory systems are not necessary for this theory,

different processing strategies account for the observed

differences. Especial-ty relevant to this model are the
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resul-ts of experiments vJhere instructions are varied.

Although the processing theory states that r^rhat is

rememlcered depends on the match between processes at

encoding and retrieval the implicit /expticit instruction

paradigm equates encodíng in both conditions because the

instruct.ions are given after the materiaLs have been

presented for encoding. This technique seems clearly to

direct onet s attention toward either the physical attributes

or higher conceptuaf processes invofved in the retrieval

procedure, The fact that nothing about the encoding of

items or the retrieval cues has been changed feaves onfy

retrieval- straLegy to account for the differences.
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Appendix B

Experimental Materials.

ABOLI SH

ACCENT

A¡'FIRM

BANI SH

BRIDE

CHÀSE

CLAP

COLLAR

DEC IM3,L

DEFEND

DEPA3'T

DRÃGON

ENGAGE

EXPLAIN

F I LTER

FLOOR

FORT

FRÀGI LE

GARDEN

GENTLE

GRÂPE

GROUP

HARASS

IMPLICATE

.fUNIOR

LA¡{BASTE

LEÂN

MARRY

MORAL

NORMAL

OBS TACLE

PARTY

PERPLEX

RELATE

RESIST

RET TNA

SAT,UTE

SCAR

SCOLD

SHAPE

SHOE

SP IÐER

TENDER

THINK

THREE

TR.ADE

TRITE

liIEAVE
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Appendix C

Font Experiment program

The computer program that controlled the stem

compl-etion experiment !ùas vJritten ín Turbo pascal 4.0, The

program first asks for the subject number and experímental

conditj-on, then reads a fí]e of filler items and a fil_e of

experimentaL materials. The experimental_ items are assigned

three seguences of random numbers (seeded from the system

clock). One sequence determines the font assignment pattern

for primes and st.ems and the oÈher two sequences d.etermine

Lhe order of presentation of primes and of stens.

The program waits for the keys CnÈrl and S to be

depressed simultaneously to prevent subjects from starting
the experiment before instructed to do so. The fill-ers and

primes are then presented, the program stores the yes no

responses and again the program pauses to ensure that

subjects await further instructions before beginning the

stem cornpletion portion of the experiment.

Cntrl R restarts the program which presents the first
three letters of a word, displays the subjectts response in

the appropriate font and size, and stores the completed

word. Provisions are made to allovù subjects to correct
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mistakes by erasíng the letters that. they typed using the

back space or left arrovJ key. The raw data is then sorted

in alphabetical order according to prime and writt.en in its

entirety to a fil-e. Tabul-ated data is also vùritten to a

file. The file names have the subjecÈ number appended Èo

t.hem to facil-itate organization and assimilation into a

comprehensive raw data fiÌe.

DescrÍptions of the indivídual- procedures are inctuded

as coÍunents in t.he prograrn listing.
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program ExP_Fonti

u ses
crt,
graph,.

type
Word_Rec = record

{stores al-l- relevant information about a stimulus iten}
prine, {original it.en from stimulus list)
Resp : stringtl0l;
stem : string[3];

{ subjectst response }
{1'st 3 fetters of prime}

Font_Cond, {same of different font condition}
score, {Is response the same as prime? (L or 0) }prine_order, Istores presentation position )
stem_order {stores stem presentation order}

: integeri
Rndl ,
Rnd2,

Y_N
endi

const.
f : stringtSl =
h : string [8] =
Isize = 48;
f.size = 'J-2;

bl-ack = 0;
white = 15;
FontA = 0;
FontB : 1;

var
Gd, Gn,
Font,
count : integer;

PEQ : char;
raw_dat_subn,

tab_dat_subn:

irandom assigrnment of font condition)
Rnd3 {random order of primes and stems}
: real- i
: char,' {response to vordel decision task}
{ record }

'primeA8',' {name of ASCII prime file}
' fl-IIerL2' ; {ASCII fiLler file}

{size of prime list }
{ nunber of f iJ-lers }

{background colour }
{cofour of letters }
iFonÈA = Def aul_tFont )

{FontB = Tripl_exFont }

{graphics varíabl-es }
{holds current font styLe }

{# of l-etters currently in subject,s
response )

{post experinental- question }

{HandLes for rav{ data file and
t abul ated )

stringl8],' {daLa fiJ-e. Equiv t.o f for
the read f il-e i
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sub_n : stringl3] ; {subject nunlcer}
croup/ {Implicit or ExpÌicit instruction condition}
Languagel, {records Y,/N if English is first. l-anguage)
Language2 : char; {J.anguage of preferred use)
ilem ! array[1..lsíze] of Word_Rect {stimulus

materials )fil-l-er : array[L..fsize] of String[10]; {fÍJ.ter items}
x: char;

':', { ---------------Reguest Subject Number----------------- }

.,','.,: procedure Request Subject Number;
begín

CIrScr,.
, *rite (,Type your subject number and press the RETURN

key. ') ;
Readfn (sub n) ;

"rite(,Entãr Betr^reen Factor CondÍtion G/E) z t, ¡
I nead (croup) ,.

Cl-rScri
r raw_dat_subn := Concat (, r_datt , sub_n) ,.

tab_dat_subn := Concat (tt.ab_dt, sub_n ) ;
end,'

{ --------Read Stimulus- ----------- }

procedure Read_St imulus i
{ reads stimulus items and assigns t.hree random nuÍì.bers t.o

,,.,i' each item)
, ,' var
..,..r Primefile: texL,'

' i : integer; {index}
begin

randomi ze,'
assign (primefile, f) ;
reset (prinefile) ;

:,t.] for i := L to lsize do
| ¡¡ith itemtil do begin

readln (primefile, prime) ,'

stem := prime;

ilåå := å:lå:il;
Rnd3 := Random;
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Y_N := 'U'i {U for unititialized}
endr' {with (for) }

close (prinefile) ;
.,.,..' ,: endi

{ -----------------Read Fillers---- ----------- )

procedure Read_FilIers,.
{reads pract.ice and filler it.ems from a fil-l_er file}

...' var:.:,) fillerfile : text,.
k : integer;

,',.,,',,ì begin
Assign ( fillerfile, h) ,., neset (fiflerfife) ;

for k:= 1 to fsize do
Readl-n (f i1l-erf ile, f iller Ik] ) ;

I end,'
ì

{ --------------------sort--------- ----------- }

: procedure Sort (key: integer) ;
i {Case statement sel-ects which random number to use in sort.

dl randomizes assignment of font conditions
Rnd2 randomizes order for presentation of primes
Rnd3 randomizes order for presentation of stems )

var
l-ast, current : integer,.
left, right : real;

' 
.':,'. temp : i¡¡ord_Rec i

begin
'' ::'. for l-ast : = lsize dov¡nto 2 do
"'I for current := 1 to last-L do begin

Case Key of
1 : begin left := íte¡n I current ] . Rndl,.

right := item I current+L ] . Rndl- end;

.: ,l 2 r begin left := item[current] .Rnd2;'"] right := item lcurrent+l] . R¡d2 end;

3 : begin left := itemlcurrentl.Rnd3,.
right := itemlcurrent+11 .R¡d3 end

end; { case }
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if l-eft > right then begin
temp 3= itemlcurrentl,-
itemlcurrentl := item I current+].I i
itemIcurrent+]] := temp,.
end,. { if }

end; {for current }

for current :: L to lsize do {saves order in which
primes )

Case Key of { or stems were present.ed}
2 : it.em Icurrent ] . prime_order := current;

3 : itemtcurrentl . stem order := current
end

endi { sort }

{ --------------Alphabet icaL Sort-- -----------}
procedure Sort.4;
{alphabetizes experimental- materials for neater raw data}
var

last,
current 3 integer;
tenp : Word_Rec;

begin
for last := fsize downto 2 do

for current := 1 to l-ast-l- do
if item I current ] . prime > item lcuruent+1l . pr j-ne

then begin
tenp : = item [current] ,.

it.em lcurrent] := item I current+ ]- I i
it.em Icurrent+]- I := temp,.
end; tif )

end,' { sort )

{ -------------- Set Font------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - }
procedure Set_Fonti
{Sets the size and style of FontA and FontB}
begin

SetTextJustify (0,0) ;
case Font of

FontA: SetTextstyle (Font,0,7) i
EontB : begin

SetuserCharSize (3, L, 5,2) ;
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SetTextSt.yl-e (Font, 0, usercharsize) ,.

end,.
endi { case }

end; { set_font }

{ -------------Present prines----- ------------ }

procedure Present_Primes i
const

x = L30t
Y = 200¡

var
current : integer;
Start,
letÈer,
Y_N_Resp : char,'
i : integer;

procedure P resent_Fi l- J-ers ( first, Iast : integer) ;
var

k : int eger;

begin
for k := first to last do begin

If Font = FontA then {al-ternates betvreen fonts}
Font := FontB

el se
Font : = FontA,.

Set_Font. t
OutTextXY (x, y, f iller [k] ) ,'
Y_N_Re sp := UpCase (Readkey) ,.

V{hile Y_N_Resp <> CHR(13)do
Y_N_Resp := Upcase (Readkey) ,.

cl-eardevicei
end,' {for k}

end; {present f iJ-J.ers }

begin {present. primes }
current := 0;
Repeat

Start := ReadKey,. {pause until- control S pressed)
UntiÌ Start = CHR(19);
Present FíLl-ers (1,8) ,.

for i := l- Lo lsize do begin

86
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with itenlil do
if (Font_Cond <> 1-) ÃND (Font_Cond<>2) then begin

Inc (current) ;
prime_order: =current; {saves order of

Pres ent at i on Ì
Case Font_Cond of {assigns font to prime}

314 : Font := FonLA;
5,6 : Font := FontB;
end; { case }

Set_Font,'
OutTextXY (x, y, prime) ,'
Y_N_Re sp := Upcase (Readkey),. {because onl-y some

items are )
y_n := Y_N_Resp; {primes and therefore

assigned Y_N, Ì
hlhile Y_N_Resp <> CHR(I-3) do {this value

has been initialized toi
Y_N_Re sp := Readkey; {,U' in the read

cr-eardevice; {roprevenrn.å|i3å:ï""åï:iTi:i
end {if font_cond then}

else
prime order := 0; {if not primed, assign

posit.ion of 0 )
endi {for}
Present_FiL J-ers (9, L2\ ;

endi {present_primes }

{ --------------Present Stems------ ----------- }

procedure Present_Stems i
var

Resume, letter 3 char;
Prev_letter : array[1..]-21 of char;
l-etterjos : array [ ]. . .L2l of. integer,'
x: integer; { index}

procedure Erase Letteri
begin

if count = 3 then exit;
moveto (Ietterjos Icount] ,200, ,
setcolor (bf ack) ,'
outLext (prev_letter I count ] ) ;
setcoi-or (!{hite) ;
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noveto (letterjos Icount] ,2001 ¡
Dec (count) ,'

end; { erase_fetter }

procedure Dí splay_Letter,'
begin

Inc (count) /'
letterjos Icount ] := GetX,'
OutText (let.ter) ,
prev_letter Icount] := l-etteri

end; { display_letter }

procedure Co L l- ect_Lett.ers;

i : ínteger,'
begin

with itemlxl do begin
Resp : = St.em;
for i := 4 to Count do

Resp := Concat (Resp, prev_letter I i ] ),'
end {with}

endi { co l- l-e ct_l-etters }

begin
Repeat

Resume := ReadKeyi {pause until control- R pressed}
Until- Resume = CHR(18);

for x := L to lsize do
wíth itemlxl do begín

Case Font Cond of
T,3,6 ; Font := FontA,'
2,4,5 z Font := FontB;
end,' { case }

SeL_FonÈ,'
Count := 3;
prev_Iet.ter lcountl := ].etter;
MoveTo (130,200) ;
OutText (stem) t
l-etter := Upcase (Readkey) ;
whife letter <> CHR(L3) do begin { 1-3 =return}

if l-etter = #0 then begin {checks for extended
character(#0) then for feft arrow)

fetster := Upcase (Readkey) ; {(75). Must be}
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íf letter = CHR(75) then {done this s¡ay so
tshat k (also 75) )

{ is not treat.ed
as a back arrovJ )

if Lett,er = CHR(8) then {backspace = B}
Erase Letter

el se
D i spl ay_Letter,.

letter := Upcase (ReadKey) ;
end,' {while }

ClearDevi ce,.
CoIÌect_Letters;
end,' { with }

end,' {present stems }

I ------------------Save Data---------- -)

procedure Save_Data;
var

fcond score {# correct in each condÌtion}
: array[1..6] of integer;

cfile, dfile : text; {data file handles}
i : integer ì {index}

begin
for i := 1 to 6 do {initial-izes score in each}

fconrl scoretil := 0; { font condition to zero}
assign (cfiIe, raw_dat_subn) ,.

rewrite (cfiJ-e); { SAVES RÃW DATA}
for i := L to Isize do

r,rith itemlil do begin
if prime = Resp then

score := 1
el-se

score := 0;
writeln (cfile,sub_n:3rpríme:10r r t,Resp:L1,

score:2, Font_Cond:2, prine_order: 3,
stem_order: 3. Group: 3, Languagel z2,Langrjage2:.2,
PE'Qz2, Y_N:2);

if score = L then (counts total- score )
Inc(fconrl score lFont_Cond] ); {in each condition}
end,' { with iten }

cfose (cfife) t

Erase Letter,.

end
ef se
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assign (dfi1e, tab_dat_subn ) i
rewrite (dfile) ì {SAVES TABULATED DATA}
write (df iIe, sub_n: 3) ,.

for i:= 1- to 6 do
write (dfi1e, f cond_score líl '.21 ¡

writel-n (df i1e, t '¡ ,'

cl-ose (df ile) i
end; { save_data }

{========== MAIN == PROGR.AM ===========}

begin {main }
Rea.l Stinufus,' {reads stimulus file}
Read_FilLersi (reads practice and fill-er items)
Reque st_Sub j ect_Nunber,'
Sort (1) ;
for count := 1 to lsize do {randoml-y assigns fonts}

item I count ] . Font_Cond ¡= (ssunt-l) div I +1,'
Gd := detecÈi {initializes graphics screen}
Initcraph (Gd, Gm, " ) ;
SeÈGraphMode (EGAhi),' {needed for non-standard Iab

computers because autodetect )
SorÈ (2) ¡ ldoesn't. recogníze them)
Present_Primes;
Sort (3) ;
Present_Stems i
Cl-osecraphi
writeln ('Please answer a fevù questions. ')i
writ e 1n,'
write('fs English your first l-anguage? (Y/N) ')t
LanguageL : =UpCase (Readkey) ,'

Readl-n (X) ,'

writel-n,'
write('Is Engfish your preferred language? ');
Readln (Language2) ,'

writ e In;
writeln ('In attempting to completêetbeofiasbotdreë ,) i
writeln(/ L) never ':35),'
writeln (t 2) occasionalfy ' : 35) ,'
writel-n ('3) about half the time' :35) ;
writefn ('4) freguentl-y ' :35) ;
writel-n (t 5) ahsays /:35);
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writeln (' attempted to recalf a word from the
previous (vovrel decision) task. t ) ,.

wriÈe ('Type the number lhat is most appropriate :r),.
readln (PEo) i
write f n,'
Sort 4;
save_Datai
writ.eln (, The experimenÈ is now over. Thank you for

participating.') ¡
writeLn ('Pl-ease wait quietly until everyone has

finished the experinent., ) ,.

end.
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Appendix D

HFTMHH

fiFI
Figure 7- Example of a prime (SPIDER) ín Tuîbo pascal's

Triplex Font (Font B) and a stem (spl) in the Default Font

(Font À). Approximatel-y actual size.
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Appendix E

Experiment al- Instructions

E. L Vov.re l- Decision Task Instructi.ons

8.2 Exp]icit Stem Completion Instructions

8.3 Inplicit Stem Conpletion fnstructions
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.8,. I Vowçl Decision Task Instructions

In this task, you will see words presented, one at a

tirne, on your computer screens. Your job is to decide

whether the currently displayed word shares any vowels with

the imnediatefy preceding word. If the two words have at

least one vowef in conmon you are to press the "Yn key, if

the tvro words have No vovrefs in common, press the rrN" key.

After pressing the Yes or No key, press the "Return" or
rrEntertr or [describe arrow that hooks to feft] key to record

your response with the conpuLer and to display the next

word.

For exampl-e, you nust conpare the second ¡rord to the

first word and press Y or N then Enter. You must then

compare Èhe third word to the second, the fourth to the

third etc. Because the first word has no word preceding it

simply ansv,¡er Y and continue by comparing the second word to

the first.

Are there any guestions?
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8.2 ImÞlicit Stem ComÞl-etion Instructions

In t.he next task you vrill see stems, or the first t,he

Ietters of a word on the conputer screen. Your task is to

complete the vrord by typing in the rest of the letters to

forn the first word that comes to mind.

If you make a nistake while typing the l-etters you may

erase Èhe letters by typing the backspace key or the left

arrow key before you press enter (or return) . Once you hit

enter you cannot go back and change what you have typed.

Are there any questions ?
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8.3 , ExÞl-ici! Stem Completion fnstructions

In the next. task you Ì¡if 1 see stems, or the first the

Letters of a word on the computer screen. Your task is to

compLete Lhe word by typing in the rest of the l-etters to

form a v¡ord from the fist of hrords that you saw ín the

previous vovref decision task.

If you make a mistake while typing the letters you may

erase the letters by typing the backspace key or the left
arrow key befoxe you press enter (or return) . Once you hit

enter you cannot go back and change $¡hat you have typed.

Are there any questions?
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Appendix F

Analvsis of Variance SuÍunarv Tables

F.1 Overai-I AnaLysis of variance

8.2 Analysis of Variance $¡ith Tvro levels on the Font

Fact or

F.3 .Analysis of Variance with Language as a Third

Fact or

F.4 Analysis of variance with Subject 18 deleted

F.5 Anafysis of Variance with Subject 29 deLeted

F.6 Anafysis of Variance with Subjects 18 and 29

De leted

F.7 Analysis of Variance employing Reported Strategy

as the Between Subjects Factor
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F.1 Ovgral-J Anqlvsis of variance

Source df Anova SS F Value p > F

Instructu 1 7.l-358 1,77 0. L890

Font condirionb 2 98.7530 24.83 0.0001

Instruction X FonL
condirionb 2 5.?901 t.46 0.23'tg

' Hypothesis tested usinq the ANOVA MS for SUB ( Instruct.ion)

as an error term (MS = 209.506 / 521 . bHypothesis tested

using the ANOVA MS for SUB X Font Condition ( Instruct íon) as

an error term (MS = 206.'7 90 / t04') .

;:.,.]
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F.2 Ànalvsis of Variance with Two levels on Èhe Font Factor

df Anova SS F Value p > F

Instruct' L LI .3425 2.39 0.7284

Fonr conditionb L L2.6759 7.64 0.0079

Instruction X Font
conditionb 1 1.5648 0.94 0.3359

" Hypothesis tested using the ANOVA MS for SUB ( Instruction) 
l

l

as an error tern (MS = 24'7.0'74 / 52). bHypothesis tested 
i

using the ANOVA MS for SUB X Font Condition (Instructíon) as

an error term (MS = 86.259 / 52)
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F.3 AnaÌvsiq of Variance lrith Lanquaqe as a Third FacLor

S ource df Anova SS F Value P>F

100

Error = MS for Sub (Lang X Instruction)'

Language

Inst ruct i on

Language X
Inst ruct ion

0.260

5.305

3. 911

0.06 0.8021"

L.29 0.2612

0. 9s 0.3338

Error = MS for Sub x Font (Lang x rnstruction) b

Font condition

Language X
Font Condition

I nst ruct i on* Font
Condition

r00.590

3.517

4 -L40

25.25 0.0001

0.88 0.4168

1.04 0.3576

'MS = 205.4048(SS) / 50(df) . \¡s = L99-225r (SS) / L00(df) '
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F,4 .Anafvsis of Variance with Subiect l-8 DeÌeted

S ource df Änova SS F Value p > F

Instructa 1- 10.1-044 2.65 0.1097

Font conditionb 2 94-2390 24.26 0.0001

Inst ructi on r,Font
conditionb 2 4.9832 \.28 0.28L7

I ' Hypothesis tested using the ANOVA MS for SUB (Instruct.ion)

as an error tsern (MS = L94.46L5 / 5L). bHypothesis tested

using the ANOVA MS for SUB*Font Condition (Instruction) as an

error tern (MS : 198 .LL1,1, / 1,02) .
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F' - 5 ¡\naLvsis of Variance vrith Sub'iect 29 DeLeÈed

S ource df .Anova SS F Value P > F

In st ruct' 1 4.5545 1.19 0-28L0

Font conditionb 2 87 ,7962 23.L3 0 ' 0001

Inst ruct ion*Font
condirionb 2 5'3553 L.4l' 0'2485

.HypothesistestedusingtheANovAMsforsUB(Instruction)

as an error term (MS = 195.62:- / 5T). bHypothesis tested

usinq the ANOVA MS for SUB*Font Condition (Instruction) as an

error term (MS = 193.525 / L02) .
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Source df Anova SS F Value P > F

Instructu 1 6. 9808 1.93 0. 1706

Font conditionb 2 83-551'2 22-60 0.000L

I nst ruct ion *Font
conditionb 2 4.2692 L.15 0.3193

.Hypothesistsestedusingthe.ANovAMSforSUB(Instruction)

as an error tern (MS = 1-80.57? / 50). bHypothesis tested

using the ANOVA MS for SUB*Eont Condítion (InstrucLion) as an

error Èerm (MS = L84'846 / L00).
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F.7 Anal-vsis of Variance emplovinq Report.ed Strateqv as the

Betv,reen Subiects Factor

Source df Anova SS F Value p > F

Strategy' L 0. 6049 0. j.5 O. ?043

Font conditionb 2 83.0334 20.6-t 0.0001

Strategy X Font
condirionb 2 3.7284 0,93 0.3985

' Hypothesis tested using t.he ANOVA MS for SUB (Strategy) as

an error term (MS = 2L6.037 / 52'). bHypothesis tested using

the ANOVA MS for SUB X Font Condition (Strategy) as an error
t.ern (MS = 208 .852 / LOA) .
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Appendix G

Correlat ion , Matrix of Rel-evant VariabLes

The correlation natrix shows the independence of

experimental variables such as the order of presentation of

primes to the order of stems or font conditions or scores

and so on. The headings in the correlation, abbreviated for

space consíderations are explaíned bel-ovr.

Sub Sub ject num.ber.

Score correct or incorrect conpletion of

stem.

Font Font Order.

Prime Prime order,

Stêm Stem order.

Strategy Subjects' response to strategy

question.

InsLruct Stemcompl-et.ion lnstructions.
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SUB SCOR.E FONT PRIME STEM STR.AT

suB r-.0000

scoRE 0.0103 r".0000

FONT 0.0000 -0.0293 r-.0000

pRrME 0.0000 -0.0016 -0.0458 1.0000

srEM -0.0394 -O.:'026 -O.O21s -0.0059 1.0000

srRÂTEGy o. r.28r- 0. 0685 0. 00oo o. oo00 -0. ol-04 l,. 0000

rNsrRucr 0.2654 0.0489 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0153 o.4t'7L
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Appendix H

Tabulated Data

The complete listing of the raw data fii-e is over 2500

lines long. Consequently, onfy a sunmary of the data is

presented here. The heading abbreviations are as foffows:

oBS observation nunber.

Instruct Instruction condition (ExpJ-icit or

Sub

Diff

NO

Same

Engl

Eng2

Strat

Impl-icit).

Subject number.

Score in Different Font Condition,

Score in No Prime Condition.

Score in Sane Font Condition.

Is English your first language?

Is English your prefeÊed l-anguage?

How often subject empJ.oyed requested

sÈrategy (scafe 1-5).
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No Same Engl Eng2 St.rat

r.0 8

OBS Instruct.

1E
2E

3E
4E
5E
O!¡

7E

8E
9E

r.0 E

L1 E

t2E
L3 E

T4 E

158

l-6 E

L7E

18E

r.9 E

20E

Sub Diff
t'L ,

24L
254
262
272

286
295
30 3

31 0

326
333

344
ãr É

374

38 5

39 4

4t3

43 1_

445

4'7 2

YY2

NY2

NY4

YY4

NN2

YY4

NN5

YY4

NY2

YY3

YY3

-Y3

6NY2

YY4

NY

3NN2

NY].

YY4

YY2

YY3



OBS Instruct

2LE
228
23E
248
258

268
278
28r

29r
30 r

31 r

32r
33r
34I

35r
36 r

37r
38 T

39 r

40r
4Lr

Sub Diff

5J. I

70 2

'7L 4

738

80 6

8r. 2

822
1L
22

3L
44
52
64
7L

82

15 3

16 1

175

r.8 3

r_9 3

214

No Sane Engl- Eng2 Strat

46NY2

13YY2

3LYYL

16YY

L4YYA

22YY3

54YY5

42NYL

1-3NY2

L4YY].

25YYl

04Y-3

34YY

33NNl-

O3NN2

43YYl

24NY2

25NN2

48NN4

1LNY5

37NY2

ImpJ-icit and Explicit

r09
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OBS Tnstruct Sub Diff No Same EngL Eng2 Strat

42r22336NY-
43rs2233NN3

44r53422NY-
45r54302YY2
46r55312YY-
47 r 56 3 3 l- N Y 1

48r570L1NY2
49 r 58 r 2 5 Y Y 1

50r59324NY2
51 r60525YY3

52 r 61 6 3 5 Y Y 1

53r62404NY-
54r63t23NYL
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Ande rs o
Baveux
Bizot
Bjork...45,
Bl-axton , , . iv, 5-7 ' 9' 40, 45, 66-69,
Cernak
Chandl-er
Chrosniak-....9,
Cl aparède
Corvrin
Craik
Dallas . 2, 35t 43, 52t 64t 66
DeLisi
Ebbinghaus . 40, 45t 54
Feenan . 46t 55
Fidelt . 25, 46
Graf 1, 10, L2-!4' l6-L8' 20-22t 37, 38, 4T, 42, 46t

. 49-51, 56, 58, 64, 67, 70, '7L

Haden - LOt 4L
Hasher - Lt 421
Hashtroudí 9, 13' 16, 35, 36, 38, 42,
Hayman
HilI
,Jacoby ív,2,5' 6' 35,42r 43' 52t 59t 64'
Johns on
Kirsner
Kl-einbaum
Kolers . 3' 43'
Komatsu . . 10,
Kupper
Law 8,
Lewi cki
Light...44,
Mandler L0, L2, t3, 16' 2L, 37' 38' 4Lt 42,

58, 64,
McDouga I I
Moscovitch . . . 44, 48, 6]-t 62,
MuL ler
Mutter
Ohta

Table of Authorities

n,..
. . . 44,

40, 69
6Lt 73
44t 53
49, 50
'73-77

40, 70
40t 70
at qq

40,54
46, 55
40,58

43r 50
55, 57
45, 63
44, 53
66, 76
43,50
43, 52
30,43
59, 63
44, 62
30r 43
45, 63
44, 53

44,5r,
69, 70
44, 49
71, 73
30,43
42, 57
62, 63
42,57Parker

8, 10r 44r 45r
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Perruchet

LL2

44t 6L,73
Rappo fd
Ri chards on-Kf avehn . .

Roediger i-v, 5-7,
Rozin
SchacUer

o

73,

42, 55
49, 50
74t '76
45, 70

49, 50,
'15,.76
56, 67
57, 58
63, 65
52, 55

g, 45t 41 , 55, 66-69t

lvr 1t 6, 8, L0, 35, 4Tt 45, 47,
52-54, 56, 59, 64, 68-71,

Shimamura.,.4L'46t
Singh.-.44,
Sfoman . 8' 45'
Snith . 43, 46'
Snodgras 46
Squire . L3' 2L, 4L' 42, 44t 46t 56' 67

Stark . . . 10, 47t 59
Stevens 24t 46
Tabachnick...25t46
Table of Authorities 1- 11
TaIbot 40, 70
Tulving 8, 10, 4It 45-47' 52, 59, 6L-63' 12-74
hlarrington . 4t L0, 4'l , 55, 56
l^leiskrantz 4' L}t 4'l , 55' 56
weldon ' 47' 55
WiLfiams . . !7, 1-9t 42
winnick...2t6,48
witherspoon . . 43, 48, 59, 6I' 62, 73
wolbarsts 40t 70

!Íyatt - 42t 51
Zacks - L, 42
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Index

Actívation . . 4, 40, 4!, 68-'70
Amnesic . .IL, 4L, 42, 47,52,54t 56, 5"7r 77
Ânalysis of variance viii, 27 r 9'7-L04
ANOVA . 24t 25, 27t 28, 98-104
Autobiographical- , 43, 50t 73
Bet$reen subjects . L8, 2I' 37, 97t L04
Conputer Alt 46, 52, 53t 80, 94-96
Conceptual-fy driven . iv, 1, 5-11, 14, L6, 22, 34-36,

73, 14,'Ì 6r 7'7

Cued recall . . L2, 16t 21,22t 38,58, 65, 67t 74,'75
Cues iv, L2-L4, L6, 2L, 22, 37, 33, 35, 5l-, 58/ 63-66,

7Lt 74,'78
Data-driven iv, L, 5-9t L4-16t 27, 34-36, 42, 73' 74,

7 6, 7'ì
Degraded picture 55
Degraded word 9, 3-3t 35/ 38, 57
Direct measures (n
El-aborative processinø, 3,7t 8t 11, 13, L4, 3Lr 55, 64
Encoding L4, 43, 47, 63, '75t 18
Episodic 46t 50' 59t 68''72-'15
Expficit . í, iv, !-4, 6-76, L9t L9' 22t 27-39' 4!, 44t

49-51t 53-56, 58-?3, 75-'lg, 83, 93, 96,'L07
Font iv, viiÍ, !4, I8-2t, 27-34' 36' 80, 82' 84-90t

92,9'7-r07
Free recall 2,
Generate . . .
Graphemic cued
Hi ragana
Homogeneity of
ImpI i c it

7 t !!, 1,2, 56-58, 6!, 66t 68, 74t '75, 77
6, '1 4, 75

recal l- , '14t 75

vari ance
i, iv, L-L6, L8, 1-9,27-39t 4L,44,

48-56, 58-73, 75-'18, 83, 93, 95,

L,
EO

AA

10
25

r.0 7
Rrì

50
66
75

61
24
ot
/o

Incidental
Intent ional
Inverted text
Level-s of Processing

)
63'

Lexical decision
Mean . ]-8, 24, 26-28, 57,
Outl-iers
Pascal- . . . 19, 22, 23, 80,
Physical- features . . . 2, 5-7 t tLt 39t 73,
Picture . . . . 41 ,



Príming !, 3, 5' !3-,

Recognition . . 3, 4,
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!8-2L, 23, 36, 40, 4r, 44-48, sLt
52,60t 6L,63,69-'7'1,

6, 7, 9, L0, 12, 35, 36, 40, 46-49
56-64, 66-68

Regression 29' 30' 32t 33' 43
Retroactiveínterference...65'66
SemanLic . 5, 6, L3, L6. 31, 51, 52t 59, 68, 69' '72-75

Simulating amnesia ' 14
Stochastíc independence . . . 4, 48t 59-61' 72
surface information 3, 45' 66
t_tests 2gt 30
Tachistoscopic . 2, 3, 6, 'l , 35t 48, 52t 62
hTord fragment 4, '7t L0, 4'7' 54t 5'l , 59-63' '14' 75
!üord stem . L1 , 50r 65, 71, 17


